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The Natural And Political History Of The Kingdom Of Siam
The Founding Fathers who drafted the United States Constitution in 1787 distrusted political
parties, popular democracy, centralized government, and a strong executive office. Yet the
country's national politics have historically included all those features. In American Political
History: A Very Short Introduction, Donald Critchlow takes on this contradiction between
original theory and actual practice. This brief, accessible book explores the nature of the twoparty system, key turning points in American political history, representative presidential and
congressional elections, struggles to expand the electorate, and critical social protest and
third-party movements. The volume emphasizes the continuity of a liberal tradition challenged by
partisan divide, war, and periodic economic turmoil. American Political History: A Very Short
Introduction explores the emergence of a democratic political culture within a republican form
of government, showing the mobilization and extension of the mass electorate over the lifespan
of the country. In a nation characterized by great racial, ethnic, and religious diversity,
American democracy has proven extraordinarily durable. Individual parties have risen and fallen,
but the dominance of the two-party system persists. Fierce debates over the meaning of the U.S.
Constitution have created profound divisions within the parties and among voters, but a belief
in the importance of constitutional order persists among political leaders and voters. Americans
have been deeply divided about the extent of federal power, slavery, the meaning of citizenship,
immigration policy, civil rights, and a range of economic, financial, and social policies. New
immigrants, racial minorities, and women have joined the electorate and the debates. But
American political history, with its deep social divisions, bellicose rhetoric, and antagonistic
partisanship provides valuable lessons about the meaning and viability of democracy in the early
21st century. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable.
Traces the late-nineteenth-century invention of barbed wire and explores the historical role of
this cheap, mass-produced technology that allowed control and confinement of large amounts of
open space, explaining the significance of barbed wire in terms of the mass warfare, political
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conquest, and genocide of the modern era. 12,500 first printing.
Aron addresses fundamental questions about society, power, freedom, ideology, economics, and
international politics
The Natural, Moral, and Political History of Jamaica and the Territories Thereon Depending
The Political Theory of the American Founding
The Natural and Political History of the State of Vermont, One of the United States of America
To Wich is Added and Appendix, Containing Answers to Sundry Queries, Addressed to the Author
From the First Discovery of the Island by Christopher Columbus, to the Year 1746
From the First Discovery of the Island by Christopher Columbus to the Year 1746
The natural and political history of the State of Vermont

Nations are not trapped by their pasts, but events that happened hundreds or even thousands of years ago continue to exert huge influence
on present-day politics. If we are to understand the politics that we now take for granted, we need to understand its origins. Francis
Fukuyama examines the paths that different societies have taken to reach their current forms of political order. This book starts with the very
beginning of mankind and comes right up to the eve of the French and American revolutions, spanning such diverse disciplines as
economics, anthropology and geography. The Origins of Political Order is a magisterial study on the emergence of mankind as a political
animal, by one of the most eminent political thinkers writing today.
The Problem of Natural Law examines the understanding of conscience offered by Thomas Aquinas, who provided the classic statement of
natural law. The book suggests that natural law theory could be improved by bracketing Thomistic conscience and then shows how a natural
law position thus revised would be able to answer the most important critics of natural law in contemporary times.
This book provides a complete overview of the Founders' natural rights theory and its policy implications.
The Art History of Nature
Memoirs of Corsica
An Interpretive History of the Continental Congress
The Natural, Moral, and Political History of Jamaica, and the Territories thereon Depending
The Natural and Political History of Portugal...
American Political History: A Very Short Introduction
The Beginnings of National Politics

This text presents an introduction to the struggle between democracy and dictatorship in Eastern Europe since 1900. It is broken down into
three different parts focusing on those time periods when experiments with democracy threatened to change the established order - the interwar period, the democratic or semi democratic interlude in the wake of World War II until 1949 and the current experience with the new
democracies. In discussing the struggle between democracy and dictatorship, the authors argue that the experience of Eastern Europe reveals
the challenges which threaten democracy and the conditions necessary for the survival of democratic government.
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Natural Right and History is widely recognized as Strauss’s most influential work. The six lectures, written while Strauss was at the New
School, and a full transcript of the 1949 Walgreen Lectures show Strauss working toward the ideas he would present in fully matured form in
his landmark work. In them, he explores natural right and the relationship between modern philosophers and the thought of the ancient Greek
philosophers, as well as the relation of political philosophy to contemporary political science and to major political and historical events,
especially the Holocaust and World War II. Previously unpublished in book form, Strauss’s lectures are presented here in a thematic order
that mirrors Natural Right and History and with interpretive essays by J. A. Colen, Christopher Lynch, Svetozar Minkov, Daniel Tanguay,
Nathan Tarcov, and Michael Zuckert that establish their relation to the work. Rounding out the book are copious annotations and notes to
facilitate further study.
Leading scholars of political thought demonstrate how the history of political ideas makes sense of environmental politics and climate change.
Power and Society in Greater NY
Natural Right and History
The Bald Eagle: The Improbable Journey of America's Bird
Enlightenment Conjectural History and Modern Social Discourse
Selected Essays
Political Nature
Political History of Journalism
This book is a political history of economic life. Through a description of the convulsions of long-term change from colony to
republic in Buenos Aires, Republic of Capital explores Atlantic world transformations in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. Tracing the transition from colonial Natural Law to instrumental legal understandings of property, the book shows
that the developments of constitutionalism and property law were more than coincidences: the polity shaped the rituals and
practices arbitrating economic justice, while the crisis of property animated the support for a centralized and executivedominated state. In dialectical fashion, politics shaped private law while the effort to formalize the domain of property
directed the course of political struggles. In studying the legal and political foundations of Argentine capitalism, the author
shows how merchants and capitalists coped with massive political upheaval and how political writers and intellectuals
sought to forge a model of liberal republicanism. Among the topics examined are the transformation of commercial law, the
evolution of liberal political credos, and the saga of political and constitutional turmoil after the collapse of Spanish
authority. By the end of the nineteenth century, statemakers, capitalists, and liberal intellectuals settled on a model of
political economy that aimed for open markets but closed the polity to widespread participation. The author concludes by
exploring the long-term consequences of nineteenth-century statehood for the following century's efforts to promote
sustained economic growth and democratize the political arena, and argues that many of Argentina's recent problems can
be traced back to the framework and foundations of Argentine statehood in the nineteenth century.
Best Books of the Month: Wall Street Journal, Kirkus Reviews From the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Gulf, a sweeping
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cultural and natural history of the bald eagle in America. The bald eagle is regal but fearless, a bird you’re not inclined to
argue with. For centuries, Americans have celebrated it as “majestic” and “noble,” yet savaged the living bird behind their
national symbol as a malicious predator of livestock and, falsely, a snatcher of babies. Taking us from before the nation’s
founding through inconceivable resurgences of this enduring all-American species, Jack E. Davis contrasts the age when
native peoples lived beside it peacefully with that when others, whether through hunting bounties or DDT pesticides, twice
pushed Haliaeetus leucocephalus to the brink of extinction. Filled with spectacular stories of Founding Fathers, rapacious
hunters, heroic bird rescuers, and the lives of bald eagles themselves—monogamous creatures, considered among the
animal world’s finest parents—The Bald Eagle is a much-awaited cultural and natural history that demonstrates how this
bird’s wondrous journey may provide inspiration today, as we grapple with environmental peril on a larger scale.
"This previously unpublished eighteenth-century history of Jamaica provides a narrative history of the colony's development
up to the mid-1740 along with a broad survey of most aspects of Jamaican life as it had developed up to that time"-The Natural and Political History of Portugal
A Complete System of Modern Geography; or, the Natural and political history of the present state of the world. Illustrated
with maps and engravings, etc
The Natural and Political History of the State of Vermont, One of the Unites States of America
A System of Modern Geography, Or, the Natural and Political History of the Present State of the World
Saving the Georgia Coast
The Political History of Eastern Europe in the 20th Century
The Natural System of Political Economy

The importance of this book, translated for the first time in 1983, lies not so much in List’s
advocacy of the fiscal policy of protection as in the relatively new doctrines that he put
forward. He discussed stages of economic growth, ‘productive powers’ and the industrialisation
of developing regions. List’s most fundamental teachings are fully developed in this book.
Fifty years ago Georgia chose how it would use the natural environment of its coast. The General
Assembly passed the Coastal Marshlands Protection Act in 1970, and, surprisingly, Lester Maddox,
a governor who had built a conservative reputation by defending segregation, signed it into law.
With this book, Paul Bolster narrates the politics of the times and brings to life the political
leaders and the coalition of advocates who led Georgia to pass the most comprehensive protection
of marshlands along the Atlantic seaboard. Saving the Georgia Coast brings to light the
intriguing and colorful characters who formed that coalition: wealthy island owners, hunters and
fishermen, people who made their home on the coast, courageous political leaders, garden-club
members, clean-water protectors, and journalists. It explores how that political coalition came
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together behind governmental leaders and traces the origins of environmental organizations that
continue to impact policy today. Saving the Georgia Coast enhances the reader's understanding of
the many steps it takes for a bill to become a law. Bolster's account reviews state policy
toward the coast today, giving the reader an opportunity to compare yesterday to the present.
Current demands on the coastal environment are different-including spaceports and sea rise from
climate change-but the political pressures to generate new wealth and new jobs, or to perch a
home on the edge of the sea, are no different than fifty years ago. Saving the Georgia Coast
spotlights the past and present decisions needed to balance human desires with the limits of
what nature has to offer.
Who has ruled New York? Has power become more concentrated—or more widely and democratically
dispersed—in American cities over the past one hundred years? How did New York come to have its
modern physical and institutional shape? Focusing on the period when New York City was
transformed from a nineteenth-century mercantile center to a modern metropolis, David C. Hammack
offers an entirely new view of the history of power and public policy in the nation's largest
urban community. Opening with a fresh and original interpretation of the metropolitan region's
economic and social history between 1890 and 1910, Hammack goes on to show how various
population groups used their economic, social, cultural, and political resources to shape the
decisions that created the modern city. As New York grew in size and complexity, its economic
and social interests were forced to compete and form alliances. No single group—not even the
wealthy—was able to exercise continuing control of urban policy. Building on his account of this
interplay among numerous elites, Hammack concludes with a new interpretation of the history of
power in New York and other American cities between 1890 and 1950. This book makes a major
contribution to the study of community power, of urban and regional history, and of public
policy. And by taking the meaning and distribution of power as his theme, Hammack is able to
reintegrate economic, social, and political history in a rich and comprehensive work. "Lucid,
instructive, and discerning....The most commanding analysis of its subject that I know." —John
M. Blum, professor of history, Yale University "A powerful and persuasive treatment of a
marvelous subject." —Nelson W. Polsby, professor of political science, University of California,
Berkeley
State of Nature, Stages of Society
Republic of Capital
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The National Health Service
Toward "Natural Right and History"
From Prehuman Times to the French Revolution
A Political History of the Coastal Marshlands Protection Act
Barbed Wire
The foundation of the National Health Service on 5 July 1948 was a momentous development in the history of the United Kingdom. Issues of health
care touch the lives of everyone, and the NHS has come to be regarded as the cornerstone of the welfare state and as a model for stateorganisedhealth care systems elsewhere. Yet throughout its history, the Service has existed in an atmosphere of crisis. Charles Webster's political
history is an entirely new and original examination of the NHS from its inception through to its management under the first term of the current
Labourgovernment, providing the necessary framewrork for assessing its future as we enter the new millennium.
Between 1737 and 1746, James Knight—a merchant, planter, and sometime Crown official and legislator in Jamaica—wrote a massive two-volume
history of the island. The first volume provided a narrative of the colony’s development up to the mid-1740s, while the second offered a broad
survey of most aspects of Jamaican life as it had developed by the third and fourth decades of the eighteenth century. Completed not long before his
death in the winter of 1746–47 and held in the British Library, this work is now published for the first time. Well researched and intelligently
critical, Knight’s work is not only the most comprehensive account of Jamaica’s ninety years as an English colony ever written; it is also one of the
best representations of the provincial mentality as it had emerged in colonial British America between the founding of Virginia and 1750. Expertly
edited and introduced by renowned scholar Jack Greene, this volume represents a colonial Caribbean history unique in its contemporary perspective,
detail, and scope.
Common Sense reveals a political ideal so fundamental to American politics that we are unaware of its power and its myriad uses. Sophia Rosenfeld
shows how common sense—the wisdom of ordinary people, self-evident truths—has been used to justify all political extremes, with a history that is
anything but commonsensical.
Or, the Natural and Political History of the Present State of the World
After Nature
A Political History
Lectures and Essays by Leo Strauss, 1937–1946
The Evolutionary Origins of what Divides Us
A System of Modern Geography
Containing the Natural and Political History of that Important Island; ... By Frederic, Son of Theodore Late King of Corsica
In this new important book, Graldine Muhlmann provides a comparative history of the rise of modern journalism, from the revolution
of the late nineteenth century, with its new concern for facts, through to the present day. Her account is structured around the tension
between what she calls the unifying and decentring tendencies in modern journalism that is, the concern to give readers a truth that is
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acceptable to all, on the one hand, and the concern to resist dominant representations and give voice to alternative views, on the other.
She illustrates her account with a wide range of case studies, from Sverine, who covered the trial of Dreyfus in late nineteenth-century
France, to the great Vietnam War reporters, Seymour M. Hersh and Michael Herr. In between are fascinating new readings of famous
figures like George Orwell and Norman Mailer as well as some less well-known writers, such as the great American muckraker,
Lincoln Steffens, and the French crusading journalist, Albert Londres. This historical and comparative account of the rise of modern
journalism will be an ideal text for courses in journalism, political communication and media history. Written by an author who
believes that journalism is crucial to our modern democracies and that it deserves to be studied with knowledge and care, the book
raises serious questions about the role of the reporter and about the sorts of journalism that are possible in the twenty-first century.
Frank Palmeri sees the conjectural histories of Rousseau, Hume, Herder, and other Enlightenment philosophers as a template for the
development of the social sciences in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Without documents or memorials, these thinkers, he
argues, employed conjecture to formulate a naturalistic account of society's commercial and secular progression. Palmeri finds
evidence of speculative frameworks in the political economy of Malthus, Martineau, Mill, and Marx. He traces the influence of
speculative thought in the development of anthropology and ethnography in the 1860s, the foundational sociology of Comte and
Spencer, and the sociology of religion pioneered by Weber, Durkheim, and Freud. Conjectural histories reveal a surprising
ambivalence toward progress, modernity, and secularization among leading thinkers of the time, an attitude that affected texts as
varied as Darwin's Descent of Man, Nietzsche's Genealogy of Morality, and the novels of Walter Scott, George Eliot, and H.G. Wells.
Establishing the critical value of conjectural thinking in the study of modern forms of knowledge, Palmeri concludes his investigation
with its return in the work of Foucault and in recent histories on early religion, political organization, and material life.
Profiling the ten most populous cities in the United States during ten critical eras of political development, Cities in American Political
History presents a unique singular focus on American cities, their government and politics, industry, commerce, labor, and race and
ethnicity. Cities in American Political History analyzes the role that large cities from New York to Chicago to San Jose, have played in
U.S. politics and policymaking. Each entry is structured for straightforward comparison across issues and eras. The city profiles
include basic data and statistics for the era and are accompanied by maps of each era and the largest cities at that time.
A Political History of Spanish
Political Landscape
The Making of a Language
Our Political Nature
The Struggle Between Democracy and Dictatorship
The Problem of Natural Law
Nature, Action and the Future
Nature no longer exists apart from humanity. The world we will inhabit is the one we have made.
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Geologists call this epoch the Anthropocene, Age of Humans. The facts of the Anthropocene are
scientific—emissions, pollens, extinctions—but its shape and meaning are questions for politics.
Jedediah Purdy develops a politics for this post-natural world.
In Transforming California, Stephanie Pincetl argues that the transformation of nature in order to
enhance economic development lies at the heart of much of the state's recent history. She sees latetwentieth-century California on a path of continued environmental degradation, gripped by cynicism
about government. Transforming California describes the evolution of the state's institutions of
government as they apply to land use and development, and it shows how land-use decisions affect
people's quality of life and their daily interactions with each other and with their environment.
Pincetl offers an alternative vision for the renewal of the democratic spirit and process in California
and for a reconciliation with nature.
Samuel Pufendorf’s work on natural law and political economy was extensive and has been cited by
several important figures in the history of economic thought. Yet his name is rarely mentioned in
textbooks on the history of economic thought, the history of political science or the history of
philosophy. In this unprecedented study, Arild Sæther sheds new light both on Pufendorf’s own life
and work, as well as his influence on his contemporaries and on later scholars. This book explores
Pufendorf ’s doctrines of political economy and his work on natural law, which was translated into
several major European languages. Natural Law and the Origin of Political Economy considers the
influence he had on the writings on political economy of John Locke, Charles Montesquieu, JeanJacques Rousseau, Francis Hutcheson and Adam Smith, amongst others. If Smith can be called the
father of modern economics, this book claims that Pufendorf can be called the grandfather. This
volume is of great importance to those who study Pufendorf ’s extensive works, as well as those
interested in history of economic thought, political economy and political philosophy.
A Politics for the Anthropocene
Common Sense
Buenos Aires and the Legal Transformation of the Atlantic World
Samuel Pufendorf and the History of Economics
The Origins of Political Order
Transforming California
Environmentalism and the Interpretation of Western Thought
A comprehensive work which offers a new and provocative approach to Spanish from political and historical
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perspectives.
An exploration of the relationship between Western conceptions of nature and politics and its importance to
contemporary environmental politics.
A natural history of humanity's most deeply held moral values draws on a range of scientific disciplines to
demonstrate how political orientations across space and time have emerged from three clusters of measurable
personality traits that reflect opposing attitudes toward tribalism, inequality and differing perceptions of human
nature. A first book.
To which is Added an App. Containing Answers to Sundry Queries Addressed to the Author
In Two Volumes. I
A Political History of Land Use and Development
Natural Law and the Origin of Political Economy
To which is Added an Appendix Containing Answers to Sundry Queries Addressed to the Author
From Its First Erection Into a Kingdom by Alphonso Son of Henry Duke of Burgundy, Anno 1090 Down to the
Present Time Shewing Its Extents, Soil, Production, History, Trade, Manufactures, Customs, and Manners ... As Also
Its Provinces, Cities and Noted Towns ... To which is Added, The History of Brazil, and All Other Dominions Subject
to the Crown of Portugal in Asia, Africa, and America
Politics and History
We all know what "the political landscape" is, and politicians and journalists never tire of referring to it. But
in this ingenious and original book, Martin Warnke takes that well-worn metaphor literally and uses it to
reveal just how politicized the real landscape of continental Europe has been for centuries. The author finds
his evidence of humanity's intervention in nature in the form of monuments and milestones, gardens, roads
and border crossings, in landscape paintings and maps – even, in fact, in the anthropomorphic interpretations
once given to formations of hills and rocks. The Political Landscape is underpinned with a fascinating array of
examples and illustrations, many of which will be new even to experts in the art of landscape and related
disciplines.
In this classic work, Leo Strauss examines the problem of natural right and argues that there is a firm
foundation in reality for the distinction between right and wrong in ethics and politics. On the centenary of
Strauss's birth, and the fiftieth anniversary of the Walgreen Lectures which spawned the work, Natural Right
and History remains as controversial and essential as ever. "Strauss . . . makes a significant contribution
towards an understanding of the intellectual crisis in which we find ourselves . . . [and] brings to his task an
admirable scholarship and a brilliant, incisive mind."—John H. Hallowell, American Political Science Review
Leo Strauss (1899-1973) was the Robert Maynard Hutchins Distinguished Service Professor Emeritus in
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Political Science at the University of Chicago.
Cities in American Political History
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